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Unlock your data and stay in charge, anywhere
With PRISMA Tools

GET THE MOST

OUT OF YOUR PRINTER FLEET
Are you looking for clear, data-based insights into
how to improve productivity across your Canon
production printing fleet?
Would more facts about printer performance help
you increase efficiency and reduce costs?
Do you need to allocate printing costs accurately to
multiple internal or external customers, departments
or accounts?
Yes? Then unlock the answers with PRISMAlytics
Accounting and PRISMAlytics Dashboard, part of
the PRISMA Tools family, the simple, secure and
affordable cloud-based production management
information toolbox that sits at the heart of your
PRISMAsync-driven production department.
Designed for commercial and in-house print service
providers of all sizes, PRISMAlytics Accounting and
PRISMAlytics Dashboard capture and collate data
in near real time. They provide the critical data
you need to monitor and analyse performance and
allocate costs across all your devices.

PRISMAlytics
Accounting
Data you can rely on for cost allocation
& performance monitoring
When you’re producing short-run jobs, on multiple printers,
and for different customer accounts, it’s vital to capture costs
accurately and charge them to the right budget.
You’d like to automate cost collection and allocation, but maybe
you think it’s expensive, or involves complex tools and software.
PRISMAlytics Accounting is a simple, secure cloud-based tool for full and
accurate print data capture — per job, customer or department — right
from the heart of the printer. So you can allocate costs to individual users,
departments, groups or clients — no matter how small or large the job.
It’s the ideal solution for any print operation using account-based charging —
for medium to large-sized commercial and in-house print shops, and legal and
other professional firms.

PRISMAlytics Accounting
Why PRISMAlytics Accounting is the ideal
solution for your print business...

Easy to deploy

Secure and accessible

Clear reports on demand

PRISMAlytics Accounting is an
intuitive entry-level tool that’s easy
to deploy without training. Simply
activate your subscription on PRISMA
Home and start using PRISMAlytics
Accounting immediately. Once up
and running, it needs no additional IT
support or resources.

Whatever the size of your operation,
you can rely on the security of user
and client information. PRISMAlytics
Accounting runs on the PRISMA
Home Microsoft Azure-based
platform, providing safe and secure
data capture, provision, reporting
and storage. And you can access
information when and where you
need it.

PRISMAlytics Accounting collects
print, copy and scan data showing
device usage, and displays this
information in an easy-to-view
report display providing insights and
comparisons about the activities of
individual devices.

Allocate costs accurately
and reliably

Capture accurate and reliable data
quickly — by job, customer or
department — and allocate complex
costs to the correct budget-holder
or client.

Reduce costs

Gain a clear and detailed overview
of the running costs of each printer,
giving you the factual data you need
to prepare accurate cost calculations.

The accounting-preparation reports
focus on cost allocation, showing how
much each account is spending on
any given device as well as the media
used. So device-related costs can be
charged back to a specific user, group,
department or client. Accounting
reports can also be exported as
PDF or CSV files so that data can
be included for further processing
in financial applications and costanalysis programs.
Engine-related reports are included
as standard and provide datarich insights into the print output
per device, in user-configurable
overviews over any time period. For
further external analysis, even more
detailed reports per job, on users and
consumption — account ID, number
of prints produced and media used —
are available as options.

PRISMA Home
PRISMA Home is the hub at the heart of PRISMA. It provides reliable,
safe and secure unified access to PRISMA cloud-based applications.¹
With one single login the portal is available anywhere, anytime —
with minimal IT effort — from your smartphone, laptop or other
suitable device.

From PRISMA Home you can:

Deploy, configure and
manage your PRISMA cloud
applications and tools

¹ While PRISMAlytics Dashboard, PRISMAsync Remote
Manager and PRISMAsync Remote Match are cloud-based,
they are not yet accessible via PRISMA Home. PRISMA
Home based versions will be launched in 2022.

Store and back up jobs and
data securely in PRISMA
cloud storage

Configure and manage
users and subscriptions
centrally

PRISMAlytics Dashboard
Data to drive your business
As print operations become more
complex, sometimes it feels like a fulltime job keeping track of everything
that’s happening across your printer
fleet.
The solution is to take control and
maximise productivity, efficiency and
margins with PRISMAlytics Dashboard,
the simple, secure cloud-based
production management information
tool.
Currently accessible via Google or
Microsoft accounts, PRISMAlytics
Dashboard provides valuable insights
based on hard factual production data
collected automatically in near real
time from the heart of your supported
PRISMAsync-driven printers. It then
transforms the information into
business-critical overviews, so you
not only know what’s happening,
you understand why it’s happening
and what you need to do to improve
operations.
PRISMAlytics Dashboard is ideal for
mid- to large-sized high-production
commercial and in-house environments
with multiple PRISMAsync-driven
production printers.

Clear reporting
PRISMAlytics Dashboard collects production data
on Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and collates
information into clear on-screen, periodic management
reports. Device by device, these provide you with the
essential insights and comparisons you need to maximise
productivity and reduce costs.

Secure
PRISMAlytics Dashboard provides safe and secure data
processing of all aspects of your print operation. Because
PRISMAlytics Dashboard only has access to machine
and configuration data, all customer and job-sensitive
information is completely secure.

Integrated
PRISMAlytics Dashboard’s full integration into your print
operation ensures fast, accurate data capture across
all your PRISMAsync-driven Canon devices. It replaces
traditional non-integrated process monitoring tools that
rely on individual links to different parts of the production
process.

Make the most of your printer fleet
Monitor uptime and usage to quickly see the efficiency
of your operation and identify opportunities for
improvement. Know when printers are idle, or where
production has dropped — and why.

Improve your ROI
See when and how printers are being used, and how
they’re performing, so that you can deploy your fleet
better — which means a better return on your investment.

PRISMAsync Tools
PRISMAlytics Accounting and PRISMAlytics
Dashboard are just two products in the
comprehensive PRISMA Tools family,
which tightly integrates into your
production print operation through
your PRISMAsync-driven engines.
PRISMA Tools also includes:

PRISMAsync Remote Match
Synchronise multiple printers: With one
button click, synchronise and align colour,
media and workflow settings from one
optimised printer to any similar devices
in the fleet.

PRISMAsync Remote Control
Focus on what really matters: A printer
monitoring and warning app for Android
and iOS that not only tells you what’s going
on but also what you need to do to keep
production running.

PRISMAsync Remote Manager
Multi-engine scheduling: Enable multiple
operators to remotely submit, monitor and
manage jobs all at the same time.
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